
My Pledge to Our Veterans

People think that they know the sacrifices that veterans have made for our country. In
reality, they can’t begin to imagine what they’ve gone through. Roughly 30 percent of veterans
that fought in Vietnam have PTSD. 38 percent of marriages failed within six months of the
veterans returning. Also it is estimated that 22 veterans take their life every day. The moral of
this is that veterans have gone through more than we know and the memories affect them for the
rest of their lives.

Veterans should be the most respected people in our society but the citizens of our
generation seem to have forgotten. The stories and lessons they have that could benefit us are
being forgotten by people who think they already know everything. Our generation will forget
how horrible war was because we never listened to the people who went through it. Veterans
sacrifice their lives for us and we don’t even thank them.

My great-grandfather served in the United States Navy during World War II. He never
spoke much about his time in the navy. This seems to be common for a lot of veterans who
struggle with their memories. However, my generation needs to be proactive in starting
conversations and hearing their stories. Without their stories we will never know how bad war
actually is and it will be much easier to start another one.

My pledge to our veterans is to never forget what they did for us. They fought for our
freedom and rights and that is something we shouldn’t forget. Our freedom is everything to us. In
some countries people can’t go where they want or wear what they want, but because they fought
for us we can. The least we can do is to learn from what they went through, and honor them by
using their memories to be better citizens. They may not be the funniest or happiest stories to
listen to, but they are essential for us to learn from the past so we can make a better future for
generations to come.
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